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CHAPTER ONE 
Joha.rmes Brahms' protestant heritage v1as one of the dominant factors 
in his musical character. This was shown not only through the deep and 
intense sincerity of all of his nrr1sical creations, in his many selections 
of religious texts for interesting musical settings, but also in the 
honesty and zeal to vrhich he set himself against the disrupting and 
shallm-; outpourings of musical writing which dominated the l-Torks of most 
of his contemporaries. He it ivas who 11 could break through his natural 
reserve and come out into the open as the champion of truth and right-
eousne s s in nmsic, even if the outbursts did bring him into temporm-y 
1 
ridicule with press and public alike. 11 
In the Protestant Churches of the time of Hartin Luther and Joha.rm 
Whereas the non-participation, mystical aloofness and general lack of 
any understanding of genuine appeal to the masses pervadsd the entire 
Catholic ritual and its music, the r eform >·lithin the Protestant churches 
was undertaken not only in the change of the f orms of worship and liturgy, 
but also in the musical parts of the service. These changes primarily 
incorporated congregational participation in the formal worship service. 
"Baroque Protestant ism transformed the mass singing of the people into 
t he devout chorals and el aborated richly upon these folk tnnes in organ 
2 
variations and org an preludes, in cantatas and passions." 
l - p. 7-8 - Harr ison, Julius - Brahms and His $ymphonies -
Chapman & Hall Ltd. - l-ondon: 1939. 
2 - 12 -
1 
Brahms lias undoubtedly aware not only of the reform in the music of 
the church, but ful~y conversant vlith the scope of the Reformation as a 
whole. Edrrard Nar:x:sen, a teacher of discriminating tastes, brought 
Brahms a superb musical training, guiding him through great literature, 
philosophy, painting, etc. We must hatiever realize that Brahms also had 
a good schooling in the Bible . 
Brahms' passion for collecting manuscripts enabled him to obtain 
many original Bach works of noble design thereby giving him the rare 
opportunity to examine at first hand the majestic Protestant organ and 
choral works in intimate detail. 
"If Bach and Handel wallced through life great and 
strong Hithout any outward signs of the storm of their 
fanta~r , concealing the secret of great creative work 
behind a bourgeois surface ••••• as Johannes Brahms 
did in the Wagner era ••••• then i t was due to the taming 
powers of a staunch Protestant faith that gave them this 
strength. n 1 · 
In his choice of religious texts for his organ chorale-preludes, 
his hymn-like passages in the symphonic >'forks , and other instances in 
his sacred choral worl<:s, especially the German Requiem, we find Brahms t 
Protestant heri~age expressing itself through musical composition. 
Quoting from Dr. Geiringer, we: 
" ••••• understand how deeply rooted >vas his predilection 
for the past. Under these circumstances it vras bound to find 
eloquent expression in his •·mrk. As a matter of fact the 
threads which coiL11ect Brahms' compositions with the music of 
the past reach not only into the classical period, but much 
farther back. The medieval Church modes, the masterpieces 
in canon form of the old Dutch composers, and the sty le of 
1 - p. 28 - Gra:f, ?·'fax - op. cit. 
2 
Palestrina: all celebrate their resurrection in Bra.hms 1 
works. lfith fugues, a capella music, chorale-preludes, 
and passacaglias the composer built a bridge to the art 
of Bach, and to Handel's oratorios •iith his glorious 
Triumphlied.n l 
Brahms was almast completely free from the trite and commonplace in 
musical composition. 11 No artist possesses in so great a degree the virtue 
of self-restraint, or is so averse to all that fascinates by merely ex-
2 
ternal or transient attractions." His originality and his Protestant 
nature is shown in the choice of text for the German Requiem. The title, 
German Requiem, differentiates the work f rom a mere Requiem -vrhich usually 
refers to the Latin mass for the dead, and wherein the recurrence of the 
Dies Irae is important in the majority of classical settings. It is 
solemn, with an atmosphere of grief, lamentation, and impending death and 
judgement. 
11Unlike them (the old classic eomposers) Br abms has arr-
c~ed his ovm text. Selecting from the Bib~e numerous passages 
relating to death ru1d eternity, he has bottnd them together as 
to form perfectly connected musical phrases, the combination 
of r1hich lends i t self to produce 1-rell marked contrasts and 
variety of character. The Requiem preserves its fundaillental 
conc~ption, and its fullest, intensest expression: while by 
contrasting 'i'Tith its solemn tone either in the same number 
or in the follm~ng one, a picture of consolation and hope, 
or resignation, thankfulness or praise, a calmer spirit, a 
sense of atonement is given to the funeral music of the 
German Requiem. 11 3 
l - p. 337 - Geiringer, Karl - BRAHMS, His Life and \·Jork -
Houghton-}liffl~1 Co. - Boston: 1936. 
2 - p. 119 - Deiters, Herman - Johannes Brahms - trans by. 
Rosa Ne•·nnarck - T.F. Unwin- London: 1888. 
3 - p. 77 - Deiters, Herman - op. cit. 
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Brahms himself compiled this text from the German Bible. Its 
primary import was that of uplifting and of b lessedness for those 1-Tho are 
to die in the Lord. This work was given the title a C-erman Requiem to 
differentiate it from the liturgical mass for the dead as trritten qy 
earlier masters. The text containing no prayer f or t he dead, was selected 
by Brahms from the Bible and the Apocr:;rpha. It is sung in German rather 
than the usual Latin. 
A listing of some of the or i gins of the text illustrates clearly 
t he Protestant Bible heritage of Brahms: 
MatthevT V, 4 
Psalm cxxvi, 5 
Psalm cxx:vi,· 7 
I Peter, i, 24 
Psalm 39, v., 4 & 6 
Psalm 84, 2 
John xvi 
Isaiah LTI"i, 13 
Hebrew· xiii 
11 The Requiem is not a mere collection of subtleties, 
vrhether technical or spiritual, for if it were nothing more 
than this, it 1-rould long ago have lost its pm..rer over man-
kind. It is the grandeur of its conception, the truth of 
the uay in uhich it presents the e ssential t rut hs of r eligion, 
the sincerity of its devotion that give it its i·mnderful in-
fluence • • • • • whenever it is adequately perf ormed, the 
L~ression it produces on all thoughtful people ••••• and 
on a good ma~r who have not been accustomed to meditate on 
religious truths at all ••••• is profound and :Lndlllible. 11 1 
1 - p . 206-7 - Fuller- 1'-1aitland, J.A. - Brahms - Heulen & Co.-
k>ndon: 1911. 
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CHAP T ER TWO 
At Dusseldorf in 18.56, Brahms turned his attention to the organ, 
1-vith the result that his studies in counterpoint, in 1-1hich Joachim w-as 
his collaborator, 1rere often written for that instrument . Although it 
is likely that a gre at many organ works uere penned by the composer during 
this period of his intense stuqy of counterpoint , only four of them hav e 
been preserved. One of these, the prelude and fugue on II 0 Traurigkei t, II 
uas the only work published by Brahms h:iJnself • 
The t 1vo prel udes and fugues in A minor and G minor were rediscovered 
in 1927 . Written when Brahms wa s tw·enty -three and t w-renty-four, they are 
nevertheless interesting examples of or gan style . The peda~ is used 
sparingly and JBor the most part alway s s:iJnple and independent . 
The theme of the first prelude is stated in tt.ro measures, and is 
f ol l o1-1ed by an imitation at t he fifth , verbatim. The development is 
comparatively free, with some syncapation and t r iplet figure s used, Ex. 1 . 
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The four voiced, strict fugue is built upon a theme of four measures, 
followed by a long development, Ex. 2 
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Tov-rards the end t he pedal enters vrith a pattern exactly si.lllilar to the 
opening t heme of the prelude, Elc. 3., after which t he manual parts hold 
a long chord for hro mflasures vrhile the pedals provide a cadenza. The 
remaining seven measures are toccata-like i n sty le, ~d th a broad ending 
of a pedal trill. 
The second prelude is lv'I'itten in a free toccata style. The six 
measure introduction of arpeggio like passages is v-rritten for the manuals 
alone. 
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Likewise t he middle sect ion is for manuals alone , written wi th t hirty-
second notes in t he st yle of a toccata, Ex. 4. 
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Example 5 i s an instance of a t occata theme developed f or sL~ mea sure s by 
t he lo.,.rer manual part . 
Ex: . 5 
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A ne,;-r sectiOn agitat e d in styl e in f or them of a toccat a f ollovrs, ending 
in t he key of G Y~jor., Ex. 6. 
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The f ugue of the second prelude and fugue, 11tempa g:Lusto", is a 
four voiced work with great rhythmical interest, Ex. 7. 
Ex . 7 
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The leTIGthy development employ s much thematic and rh,.,vthmic ma.ter:i.al. 
There is continued use of the ope-ning fugue theme in the pedals u:j..th v ar-
ied r b;-r thmic treatment ip the manual parts. There is chromaticisn. through-
out. Near the end the pedal states the original theme exact, the manual 
parts showing fresh chromatic eihlargement, Ex:. 8. 
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I T'.ae 11 Fugue in A flat minor", published in July 1864, is a -vwrlc of 
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I intense polyphonic writing. 11The nature of the . fUc,o-ue subject implies 
that abstruse business is intended. Every interval of which is consists 
1 
is one favorable to scientific devices. 11 The second entry of the theme 
is an exact inversion of t he original. The third entry in the pedal, is 
an exact repeat of the original one octave lower. The fourth ent~J is 
an octave higher than the second, also an inversion of the original, 
duplicating the second in every note, Ex. 9. 
1<~1 ~vriters suggest that Brahms vTas wishing only to write a f11ooue 
v1hich was merely difficult to play by 1-rriting this in the unusual key of 
a flat minor. Be that as it may, his comprehension of the technique of 
fugal composition, and the pliability of the theme is a monument to his 
musical genius. 
1 - P• 221 - Geiringer, l(arl - op. cit. 
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Follmdng this first exposition, nmv- organ effects are introduced. 
The manual passages are scored 11dolce 11 on the choir for five measures. 
There follows a return to the original theme on the great manual, with 
short passage s on quiet choir :manual before the enharmonic change to the 
key of B minor. Here, Ex:. 10., over a pedal point on the dominant, F 
sharp, the theme appears in several w~s. 
EX. 10 
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The highest soprano voice descends chromatically in half notes, an~ered 
in the lmvest manual by the same half-notes ascending. 
}3;1f skillful writing Brahms t ake s the work b ack to the original 
a flat minor, at vThich point the :fiugue theme is heard as at first with 
elaborate accompanying parts. This continues to the 11pleading return of 
1 
t he soft manual for purposes of contrast just before the cadence.u 
HAs for the science of this fugue a whole ti?eatise~ not 
only might but ought to be written upon it, if only for the 
s ake of the consequent good in re storing the f orm to favof; 
for, as Erb truly observes, •this is perhaps the most per-
fect example of Brahms 1 skill in combining old-school 
securi"b.J 'l-Tith 1varmth of sentiment.' u 2 
Ne ar the end of the ~gue, the second manual effect is employed 
folorfully as the manuals hold a llpp11 group of chords, while tbe pedal 
is used to restate the t heme in one final burst of emphasis, E.,"{. ll. 
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l - p . 302 - Evans, Edlv.in - Reeves, William - Handbook to t he 
Orchestral Works of Johannes Brahms - London: n.d. l 
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The chorale-prelude and fugue on uo Traurigkeit, 0 Herzelied11 , 
was published in 1855, fourteen years before the eleven chorale-preludes 
Op. 122 -vrere 1-rritten at Ischl in 1869. ~-J'ritten upon the chorale tune of 
Johan .Anastorius Fre zlenghausen (died 17 59), Ex:. 12. , it shous that 
Ex: • . l2 
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\( \ "' ~ f.v I "" d ~ f1,.. i\t 6~ -t.. V" ~ ijc I "-S J ~ ...... J -, J lJJ r C1 \ a ct 
Brahms lriaS even then preoccupied with thoughts of death. 
11 The hours depart, my mind and he art, 
Await the day to make me free--
From all cause of mourning. '' 1 
r f r 
\ J • \\ 
Brahms used the entire chorale, in common time against 1aj8 counter-
point of slmv moving inner parts, w-rith a solid b ass. Also in common time 
the chorale appears in the soprano, Ex. 13 
The fugue states the ent ire chorale in the pedals, entering at 
mea sure thirteen. The final note is enlarged into a pedal-point. The 
subject of the fugue is not merely a diminution or inversion of tr~ 
chorale itself, but rather an indepenelent figure, ~J:zytbmical in character 
providing Brahms •-lith a theme which can be given unusual and interesting 
1 - p. 299 - Ev-cms-Reeves - op. cit. 
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I treatment over t he slm-TJ..y sounding pedal theme. The f ugue, Ex. 14., 
begins as f ollmvs : 
Ex.J..h I 
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vfuen the pedal enters in measure thirteen, the chorale is stated 
in its entirety as follous, Ex:. 15. 
Ex. 15 
{9 ~ : r ' d J t 0 ' I I 
0 0 \ ~ 
This is not to say that the fugue theme has no derivation from the 
chorale, for it hints of the theme. 
11mere diminution ••••• is the ruin of some othendse good 
fugues >nth chorale that the sutiject of the fugue is a mere 
microspopic view· of the cantus, instead of displaying sore 
independence •••.• Brahms' precaution in this case is amusing; 
Eor he has taken first a line from the middle, and having 
rephrased it, turned it upside dmm and begins. 11 1 
Here is Brahms the innovator, the aftist, using this studied de-
vice of classic fugal wri'Sing in an original ma..'lner. By refusing the 
omnous through his subtlty he &."lm-rs that although he lias kno-vm as a 
reviver of t he gr eat principles of the old contrapuntal school, never-
theless he "t<rove into these ivorks nei-T and different qualities. Though 
the form be classic the material is modern and written -vrith a sincerity 
of purpose and integration of intellect seldom found in musical composi-
tions of any age. 
1 - p. 300 - Evans-Beeves - op. cit. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
~e eleven chorale-preludes of Brahms wer e composed at Ischl during 
May and June of 1896. All of Brahms' friends had for some time been 
w·orried about his noticeable lack of energy and had insisted that he 
t alce the C£>..rlsbad treatment. His doctor, on examining him, found his 
ailment to be cancer of t he liver, and therefore the treatment at CaBls-
He rather perscribed for the old man a ve~J strict diet, 
which did little to ease the suffering of the master. Arthur Egidi, in 
an article written for the Brabrns Heft of "Die Husik", 
nattributes their (the choralA-preludes) eXistence to 
the composers illness at the time. He r efers qlso to the 
uork by which t hey were ·immediately preceeded ----- the 
four 'Serious Songs' Op. 121 ----- in order to shm-v that 
for · some time Brahms had beAn pondering upon solenm 
thoughts ----- choice of subjects shorTs a constant dt...rel1ing 
upon the thought of bidding farew·ell to the I·TOr 1d. 11 1 
That Brahms 1-vas ill and aware that he wa s not much longer for this 
earth is evident from the choice of his chorale texts: 
I"'zy- Jesus, Thou who hast 
Chosen for Hges past 
£~ for Thine ovm. 
See hou Thine mm doth r aise 
His voice to sing the praise 
Of fhee alone. 
0 LordJ·may it not hasten Thy displeasure; 
That 'tie, beset by trouble •·Tithout measure, 
Hoping our dcr:r and nightly pray er s may reach 
Should sore beseech Thee. 
A joy rny heart o'erstealeth, 
For soon t he time shall be, 
~men God His face revealeth 
For al~ eternity. 
Op. 122 No I 
Thee, 
Op. 122 No II 
Op. 122 No IV 
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II 
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SOul put on Thy best arrqy , 
Hie from sinful vale aw~y. Op. 122 No V 
T'nrice happy ye -vrho in the Lord have died, 
Through death y our way to · Heav 1n was opened ~ride; 
Your cares r eleasing. Op. 122 No VI 
I'lf heart is filled >vith longing 
To pass away in peace; 
For >voes are round me thronging, 
And t rials 1rlll not cease. 
0 fain would I be hasting, 
From thee, dark world of gloom, 
To gladness everlasting; 
0 Jesus, quickly come . 
0 Horld, I novT must leave thee, 
And go my lonely journey 
To my eternal home. 
I faithfully and hJmlbJ.y 
Connni t my soul and body 
Op. 122 No IX 
Op. 122 No IX 
-=====#1, -- -
Unto the Lord 1 s all loving hands. Op. 122 No XI 
These eleven chorale-preludes were published posthumously, and as 
Dr. Karl Geiringer 1vrote: 11They are, as it lvere, bey ond the reach of 
earthly cares. It is doubtless of ~y.mbolic significm1ce that the last 
portion of this uork, containing, indeed, the last notes that Brahms ever 
1 
lJI'ote, is a fantaS'J on the chorale: •o 1'mrld, I must depart from thee.' u 
And further: 
"These chorale-preludes are in no -vray inferior in their 
emotional content to a romru1tic song or pianoforte piece, 
despite their consumate contrapuntal skill. The prevelant 
model of this l ate -r,rork is explained by the fact that Brahms 
1ITote it, · vrhen seriousl,y ill, in memory of Clara Schumcmn 1 s 
death ----- the whole atmosphere of t his late work is that 
of profoundest grief. · The composer is prepared for death, 
and even longs for it. 11 2 
1 & 2 - • 200 - Geirin er Karl - o • cit. 
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Throughout th~ se chorale-preludes, Brahms seems to have had in mind the 
single thought of leaving behind him vrritten evidence of the tripmph 
over suffering. "They are the last handshake of a beloved-master who, 
even to the end, when beset by su£fering, could not part from us without 
an eaTI1est repetition of his life-long admonition to build up rather 
. 1 
than destroy, and to hold to the past in reverence. u 
That Bach was the inspiration f or the eleven chorale-prelude s of 
Brahms is evident, though it must be pointed out that Brahms used Bach 
as a model. From there he enhanced the chorales in a way independent 
of his model. One device common to both Bra.P..ms and Bach -vras their artful 
use of the text musically. 
IIBach converts into tone not only the body but the soul 
of the verbal passage. This is clearly seen Ln his harmon-
ization· of the chorales. The greatest masters of the chorale-
prelude, Eccard, Praetorious and others, harmonized the mel-
ody; Bach harmonized the words. For him the chorale meloqy 
by itself i s indefinite jn character; it only a cquires a 
personality -..rhen allied ·idth a definite text; the nature of 
v-rhich he trill eXpress in his ha.rmonies. 11 2 
Let us look at the uorks by both Brahms and Bach dealing 1.vith the 
same text, i.e., 11 l•zyo Heart Is Filled vlith Longongu, Bach-Peters Vchl. 
V, p. 30, and Brahms' chorale No. Ix, Op. 122. Bach used the tune by 
Hans Leo Hassler not only in this setting , but also in the st. Mattheu 
Passion. 
1 - p. 298 - Evans-Reeves - op. cit. 
2 - p. 30 - Schweitzer, Albert - J. S. Bach ~ Vol II - pub. 
Breitkopf-Hartel - London: 1911. 
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11 (this ) or gan preludA is inspired by the uord uverlangenu (l onging ). A 
certain wistful feeling pervades the uhole prelude : the short phrases 
1 
seem like sighs of gentle a spiration. 11 In this Bach chorale- prelude , 
Hhere the melody is in the soprano , there are sixteen measures of music; 
' 
in the Brahms :o:s etting the me1o.<?-.Y i s in the soprano and there are s ixteen 
measure s of music, Ex. 16 & 17. 
Ex: . 16 
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In Example 16, Bach employs a continual pedal the melody speaking 
plainly at all times through the soprano voice. Brahms, while giVing us 
the same tune, has a far subtler spprano singing the melody, and a 
::richer and continued use of ornamentation in the inner voices. At the 
same time it is quite different from Bach's in the use of pedal. vnrile 
Bach uses the pedal as near duplication of the bass part of the chorale 
as it lvould be sung, Brahms uses only off-beat, ascending and descending 
minor seconds, seeminglY to emphasize the sadness and sorrow of the 
w-ork. In measure eight, Brahms presents the atmosphere of the whole 
thought "longing " in his use of des.cending sixteenth notes, Ex:. 18. 
Ex:. 18 
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This passage leads into a :6our measure phrase in which there is no pedal. 
Contrasting to the first half 211d the final quarter of the chorale-prelude 
which is written in either 11forte 11 or 11mezo-forte 11 and in 4/h time, these 
measures, nine through tl-Telve, are marked "pn, and are o,Tritten in 6/8 
time expressing the words : 
noh fain Hould I be hasting. 
From thee, dark world of gloom." 
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1fuereas Bach incorporates the holds at the ends of the phrases as in the 
sung chorale, Brahms' (as in t his example from number X, 2nd setting) 
joins the parts of the melody by linking them together -;.Tith sequences 
composed of descending sixteenth note patterns, a s this example interpret-
ing the 1-mrd 11gloom11 illustrates, EX . 19. 
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To show Brahms 1 originality and skill it is only necessary to ex-
amine closely the second setting he made of the tune just discussed, "1'-ty-
Heart Is Filled 1-lith Longing 11 , his chorale-prelude No. X. With this 
prelude is infused into t he literature of organ music a nev; effect for 
the instrument. The melody appe ars intact and uninterrupted in the pedal, 
but it is registered with specific instructions that no pedal stops be 
used; rather, soft 8 ft. reeds of the choir organ are played in the 
pedals. 11ost original is the accompaniment for the chorale in the man-
uals, wherein, with t he exception of f ive measures in the middle section, 
t he lovmst notes for the left hand are of repeated notes in quavers. 
Compared to Bach's form, the distribution of parts, and new effects 
are far be;rond the style of that ma ster; nevertheless, it continues one 
of the Bach ideas fully as impressively as did Bach himself. ~1is is in 
the relation of the music to the text. Intimate though Bach was, Brahms 
22 
in his more modern harmonization seems even more so. Just as with &..ch: 
"expressions like AWAKE, ASCEND, ARISE, MOUNT, SOAR, HASTEN, STUHBLE, 
1 
STAGGER, FALL, wherever they occur, furnish the germ idea," so in Brahms. 
Bach in his chorale-prelude 111iJb.en On The Cross Our Saviour Hung II, I 
Bach-Peters V, p. 11, illustrates the text with this picttrre of the ex- I 
ha-D.sted bod<r of Jesus on the cross nth this picturesque rhythm, Ex. 20. 
Ex. 20 
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This 1vri ting ca-m be compared to Bra.P..ms 1 picture of "gloom" a s painted in 
the chorale-prelude "I~w Heart Is Filled With Longi1Jg 11 , number X the 
second s etting, as quoted e c-..rlier in Ex. 18. 
1 - p. 45 - Schweitzer, Albert - op. cit. 
In Brahms' first chorale-prelude, u:r_.zy- Jesus, Thou ~.Jho Did 1 st,n the 
melody is given to the pedal, written in half and -vrhole notes. It opens 
1dth the first line of the chorale melody only slightly paraphrased 1dth 
passing notes, t his, treated fugally for five measures with three voices. 
After the opening measnres quietly suggest the chorale Umfll, the pedal 
sounds the first line, 11f 11 • Upon the l ast beat of the chorale in the pedal 
each time the manuals give in the identical p2.ttern as the original and 
opening bars, the next line of the text. This pattern is followed through-
out Hith tjnchanging exactness to the end of the chorale-prelude. 
The most striking artistic feature of this setting is found in the 
fact that the first five introductory measures, chorale-themed, 2xe so 
constructed t hat upon the ending of each pedal note, the new subject 
emerges, appearing in the exact proportion to the next pedal line of the 
text as did the original to t he first line. This pattern is repeated 
throughout vTith an equal ntllT'ber of interludes and pedal themes. 
Literally these interludes are preludes for the theme of the chorale 
Hhich follmTs :in the pedal. Nowhere does Brahms so remind one of the 
contrapuntal Bach as in t his chorale-prelude. Houever, Bach does not 
employ t lris scheme, n amely t hat of having the chorale in pedals preceeded 
'i::r! the manuals announcement of the t heme, measure by measure, without 
interruption throughout six lines of the chorale text. 
Interestingly there are numerous Bach chorale-preludes vrherein 
(like in 11 Come Holy Ghost, Help Thou ~ u) Bach uses two voices treated 
in a fugal manner before t he pedal entr.:r of the chorale text and tune; 
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however, t his is only of a temporary nature, and does not continue un-
change ably throughout the entir e work. Also, in 11Nm.; Thank He All Our 
God 11 , Bach ha s the c;:mtus firmus of half -notes in the soprano, preceeded 
by four introductory measures.1-1ith alternating alto, tenor , then bass use 
of the first line of the text • Again in 11 Christ ~fuo Kne1..r No Sin Or \rlrong u, 
Bach u ses a canon in the octave, between s oprano and the pedals, this 
artfully shmting his infinite variety of contrapuntal construction. 
Hcvmver much Brahms may have been influen ced by or may have refe rred 
to t he chorale-preludes of Bach, in this monumental piece of contrapuntal 
maste!"J he show·s himself an equal artist, even though his organ chorale-
preludes are only twelve (these eleven and the one on 11 0 Traurigkeit 11 ) in 
number. For example, amidst this intermingling of contrapttntal voices, 
Brahms uses this ]Jrrical and romantic melodic phrase , Op. 122, No I, 
Ebc. 21. 
Ex:. 21 
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In closing this setting Brahms illuminates the tex§ "Then speaking of re-
joicing by making a long, forte pedal-point 1rlth progressions slmily and 
joyfully changing from the key of 11e 11 minor into E ma jor in the final 
cadence, Ex:. 22. 
Ex. 22 
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In several of his chorale-preludes, Brab~s used the method devised 
by B a ch, that of making the musical portraits of the text for the most 
part. In no Blessed Jesu 11 , there is to be found such an example of picture 
painting in the individual tre e>.tment of the voices which accompany the 
chorale in the soprano. This setting uses a modern theme l'Thic.'l-J. is in-
dependent of the chorale theme. Whereas there are occasional short fugal 
responses t here is no attempt to write in strict f orm following the 
fugality in all voices. One of ·the most poignant features, however, is 
the recur ring use of the interval of the diminished fifth through the 
counterpoint. Here as inBach, Brahms seems to use this diminished fifth 
maqy times in the upper voice, ans~ered in t he pedal.to help in telling 
26 
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the story vrhich in this instance is of t he incapability of man to compre-
hend vih;"J it -vms t hat Jesus should be tk>ffended", "judged" and shoul d have 
to confess a~rthing to any one. This integr ation of musical and poetical 
t hought is a combination of skill and artistr'.f all the more notable since 
the composer left so few· examples of his art in t his medium. 
In further illustration of t he importance of t he text to Brahms, we 
can discuss the final prelude, 11 0 World, I No-vr }fu.st Le ave Thee". Regis-
tered for pedals and three manuals, this setting is ttnique among the 
group and t he most original. Here t he interplay of mu sic interpreting text 
and sheer dramatic import is most prevelent. The ch orale is harmonized 
in s:iJnple exactness in t he opening bars, and in each succeding: .line of the 
text; however, the passages >-rhich connect the lines of the text are so 
constructed as to give the chorale a double echo effect. The chorale 
text i s played 11forten ,the first part of e ach echo, llpiano", vrith the 
second part "pian:i.ss:iJno 11 , and so on to t he end -vi.<1.ere t he artistic and 
picture-painting Brahms convL~ces us once again of his maste~J and genius. 
~..rl1ile in t he setting of "I·l7 Jesus Calle To Me 11 , Brahms o;-ras not endeavoring 
to create a precise and e.."'{act measure by :rre a sure sequence of t he p attern 
of the prelude, such prension does not f ail to melodically impress t he 
listener. In t he chorale-prelude 11 0 World, I Now Nust Leave Thee " the 
interludes are of va~Jing length a.nd ar e made up of thematic material from 
the chorale theme, always sttng in t he soprano voice. But here again t he 
themes of t he inter lude are free~r derived and are not note for not e 
copies of the chorale. There is consider able cln~omaticism in these in-
terludes. 
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Bach wrote several preludes w·ith the chorale meloqy in the soprano 
voice and interludes between. In his 11 To God On High Alone Be Praise II, 
there is an introductory portion made up of thematic material. Then the 
chorale appears in the soprano wi.th interludes betvreen the sections of 
the text throughout. Brahms, through his acquisition of the sldlls of 
musical compositions of t he past ages, was able to leave his individual 
mark on this form of -v;riting, the chorale-prelude. As Filller-Na.itland 
says of it: (Ex. 23) 
11If it is s afe to regard it as Brahms' last actual comp-
osition it must be admitted that none of the gre at composers 
has given the world a final utter ance of more exquisite and 
tol!.Ching beauty . The last fe1-1 bars have a cadence of such 
fresh a...Tld expressive beauty a s even Brahms himself never 
surpassed.'' 1 
Ex. 23 
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In the chorale-prelude "Deck Thyself, 1•ty" Soul11 , Brahms gives an 
example of mature art i n the setting vJritten for the manua]_s alone. !lith 
all of the ~ic beauty in a song, the melody from the chorale theme 
appears in the soprano supported by a counterpoint of sixteenth notes. 
mh.is flo1~s along quietly and simply. 
Chorale-prelude seve9-, 11 0 God, Thou Faithful God 11 , though written 
in 11 a 11 minor, is not treated in the usual cast of gloom and sadness but 
primarily is in a happy mood. It is of great .length, containing eighty-
three measures. Its pattern differs from the others but like I, IV, 
VIII, X, <md XI it employ s interludes between the chorale theme. lfritten 
for the manuals alone, save the final five bars, it has the follo1;-rlng 
structure: 
6 meas. of introduction 4 - meas. chorale 
6 II II interlude 5 II II 
6 II 
" 
II 4 II II 
6 II II II 5 II II 
melody in the soprano voice 
TFOOT 
6 meas. of interlude 4 meas. chorale 
6 II II II 5 II II 
melody in the lower voice, bo·th in treble clef 
THEN 
6 meas. 
7 II 
of interlude 4 meas. 5 II 
chorale 
II II II 
pedal added for the last five measures. 
This setting has a freedom and a flowing quality much used in Brahms works 
for orchestra, piano . and voice. It is lldistinctly resembling the charm 
1 
of folk-songs, 1vf!.ich were so near Brahlns 1 heart." 
1 - p. 292 - Evans-Reeves - op. cit. 
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Bach wtote several of his chorale-preludes to be pl~Jed without the 
pedal: 11 In Sore Distress I fJr:r To Thee 11 for manuals only in four voices; 
n Jesus C'nrist, Our Savior11 for manuals only in f olitr voices J n Our Father 
Who Art In Heaven" for manual s only. 
The other prelude Brahms wrote for manuals alone is the best known 
of the eleven: "Behold, A Rose IS Blooming"; for manuals and no pedal, 
this Op 122 No. VIII is a song of romantic beauty vrhich could only have 
been pen.Tled by a man at utter peace -vrith his God, ready for death to 
release him from life in this world. :Dhis setting uses the melody in the 
soprano quite ornamented. 
There are sever al of the chorale-preludes in Tvhich Bral'..ms 1 1·1riting 
differs f rom Bach. W"ith the prelude Op . 122 No III, 11 0 Horld I Now Hust 
Leave Thee" Brahms uses the chonale melody in t he soprano 1v-ith t he under-
Jying figures forming an almost conti nual , pleading reiteration of an 
eight note figuration, a device often used LTl this set of chorale-preludes. 
Numbers III, VI and XI all employ this device to advantage. The construe-
tion is unique in that he change s time signature const a11tly. There is 
tlli s :rreter in the text 7-7-6 7-7-8; so Brahms breaks up the nmsical 
meter as follows: 
me as. 1 
- 4/2 me as. 11 - 4/2 
II 2 - 3/4 II 12 
If 3 - 4/2 If 13 - 3/2 
II 4 II 14 - h/2 
II 5- 3/2 II 15 - 3/2 
II 6 If 17 
II 7 If 18 - 4/2 
" 
8 4/2 II 19 
n 9 " II 10 
- 3/2 
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Beginl1.J.ng 11mf'11 the composer closes vdth a gradual diminishing effect which 
retards into a 11ppll finish, here again presenting a nn.tsical picture of 
the 1vords in the text. Here is seen the realization of musical progress 
in the period since Bach. There is not a single instance wherein Bach 
chan ges meamlre signatures vnthin the body of one of his chorale-preludes; 
he uses common time for the most part, although he occasionally employ s 
9/4, 24/16, 12/8 and 3/2. He never uses multiple time signatures witl1in 
a single composition. 
Brahms' fourth chorale-prelude, 111'tf Faithful Hea..-r-t Rejoices" is 
so constructed as to be a work <vithin a work shov.ring close kmnship with 
number one; yet t he comparison is only slight. Here, the melody is in 
the soprano, vTith a four b ar introduction; each line of the text is 
separated by four bars of intervening figurations. This introduction and 
connecting passages are tmique in that t hey are arpeggiated and they 
subtly give for th as in the first chorale-prelude, a statement of the 
chorale theme to follo1v. The introduction and the intervening parts are 
so constr ucted that if played independentJ.y of the chorale text itself 
t he:-:r give a complege setting of t he chor ale from b e ginning to end; hmrever I 
whereas the chorale in the soprano begi.Tls on t he tbnic, D, the figuration 
starts on t he dominant, A. 
Here again Brahms fellows a pattern with almost exact precision 
and skill; yet in t he melodic import one is tma1-vare of the exactness of 
workmanship, but rather hears only the love}.y music itself. 
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There are many instances in Bach and Brahms v1here their schemes of 
1rrriting bear close comparison. In Brahms 1 11 0 Blessed Jesun t here occurs 
t .1e interval of the diminished fifth, lending itself in the musical in-
terpretation of the thoughts of t he text as in Bach. Herein Bfa..lnns is 
most comparable to Bach, for this feature was one in which Bach excelled. 
If a text offer ed an idea pictorally, this was the source of his music. 
The solemn sadness of this recurring diminished fifth (shown beill..mT only 
as in t he pedals)Ex. 24. 
Elc. 24 
r \ ? ~ 
occurs not onl y in the pedal parts but also in the manuals. This points 
out to the listener the m.ve and amazement of the author as he pondered 
t he text as it tells of judgement descending upon Jesus: Uof lvhat misdeed 
Frhat t r ansgression'lll Brahms u ondered , and interprets to u s in the music. 
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Primarily used :in the pedals this theme of the diminished fifth is 
comparable to the passage used by Bach in his chorale-prel ude II Through 
Adam 1 s Fall Mankind Fell Too'' Peters V, p. 15, Ex:. 25. 
}£;;:. 25 
•-rherein Bach gives this pedal picture of the :fall musically. Here both 
Bach and Brahms used the 1vords of ~ ~ as inspiration for the pri-
mary theme of the chorale-prelude figuration in telling the sto~f music-
ally . 
An interesting comparison is found in the use of the repeated note 
figure, a s seen in Brahms' prelude Op. 122 No. X, 1'1-tr Heart If Filled ~·lith 
Longing 11 the second setting, Ex. 26. 
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as compared Hi:!:,h Bach 1 s IIThese ll.re The lioly Ten l.ionnnandments 11 Peters v, 
p. 14, Ex:. 27. In the Brahms the repeated note f i gure in the lowest 
manual voice part is continual, and Hith the exception of f ive measures 
in the middle, it occurs twelve times during e ach measuxe, giving the 
listemr a t ympani like effect of a f\n:w~· o.l dirge. 
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EX. 27 
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Bach, ha-Jever, uses this constant repeated note in the pedals pri-
marily, a.nd occasionally in the manuals, but here the mood is neither sad 
nor joyful but r ather profound and solemn; Bach 1 s SIJlllbolism of the chorale 
is found in t he tenfold recurrence in the pedal of the first melodic p eriod 
Another pattern used by both Brahms and Bach i s found in the Brahms 
Op. 122, No VII chorale-prelude, no God, fhou Faithful God." EX. 28. 
Ex:. -28 
B v-~ k '"' s)LII: ------------------------~~ f f7r II ~$ ~~ , f ~ \ ~¥ ~ £ \$ r ~r 
and by Bach i n 111ord God, Nou Open Wide Thy Heaven, 11 Peters V, p. 26, Ex:.29 
EX. 29 
Patterns of moving eigh~h and sixteenth notes in the inner voices 
and upper voices Has a devise u sed frequently by both Bach and Brahms. 
In chorale-prelude Op. 122 No VI, "Blessed Are Ye Fai. t f>...ful Souls" t he 
accompaniment to t he chorale sung in t he sopr ano occurs in. the 13orrn of 
/ 
-a consta..11tly moving pattern of e i ghth notes which, while sometimes more 
chromatic than Bach; is none the less comparable to Bach 1 s "0 Lamb Of God II 
-
Peters V, p . 4Lr, As shown belovr t he Bralnns w·ork has t he moving part in 
t he inner voice, but it occurs also in the lowest voice, the bass , for 
t hi s is written for manuals alone; Ex. 30. 
Ex:. 30 
In the Bach the pattern in the soprano expresses sadness and grief re-
sembling a musical sigh, Ex. 31. 
Ex:. 31 
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"Historically, Bach 's chorale-preludes represent the 
culmination of a development 1·Jhich started aflound 1500 
~~th Arnold, Scheidt, B~~ehude and Pachelbel, to mention 
only a fetf names familiar to us. These musicians developed 
the various methods of chorale treatment • • • • • which Bach 
used >-lit h consumate skill aDd imagination ••••• This variety 
of styles at1d procedure, cone±teness of form, expressive-
ness of language, not to mention this supreme beauty and 
artistic greatness, give them a place -vtithin the composi-
tions of Bach comparable to that held by the J,.v ric poem 
vtithin the compositio:ps of Goethe." 1 
In conclusion it seP.ms oncy fittinc; to point out that as with Brahms, 
Bach's last work was a chorale-prelude, 11~fuen In The Hour Of Utmost Need". 
11 During t he vrriting of the concihuding parts of the Art of Fugue, Bach 
became blind and dictated this prelude to his son-in-law, Jutnital, im-
buing it uith the profound expression of his ~-m distress and resignation. 
2 
A :fmv days l a.ter he died . 11 It is :further important to note, as Dr. 
Karl Geiringer has stated: llin f urther proof of B~ch 1 s figure S'J mbolism, 
this last work incorporates in its :first melodic line, fourteen notes, 
i.e., B A C H, and then t he ent ire melody contains for~-one notes, i.e., 
J. S. B A C H. 11 
It seems a surprising coincidence these t"t;o great 1vriters in the 
Gerncu1 school of musical composition both made peace vr.ith God by mecu1s 
of musical compositions, both choosi ng the organ chorale-prelude as their 
medium, both 1-rith a text dealing >rith a subject sh~-ring their utter r e sig-
nation to1-1ards leaving this world to put their souls a..'1d bodies "unto the 
Lord 1 s all loving hands. 11 
1 - p . 150-151 - Apel , Hili - Naster of the Keyboard - Harvard · 
University Press - Cambridge: 1947. 
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Bach and Brahms reflected ·[jheir Christian living through their 
works. "Hith t his final prelude, Brcilim.sn 11 0 \.J"orld I Nmv 1-1ust leave Theen 
h i s l ast utterance, Brahms' music speaks and "as t he melody fades at<ay, 
-vre seem to catch a glimpse of the soaring spirit entering into its rest 
1 
and revrard. 11 
1 - p. 104 - Fuller-}fuitland - op. cit. 
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CH AP T ER F OUR 
The foll owing <rill be an at t empt to shmr by actuaJ. r eference to the 
orchestr al score, the various reasons ·why. ·mat1if of the orchestral eomposi-
tions are organistic. It is not to be assumed t hat Br ahms wa s consciously 
organistic in his thinking and hand}#ng of t he orchest ra.at all times. 
1 
1vith "subtle inte rweavings of independent voice s" Bra..,.ms' symphonic 
wri t i..n.g i s org&'llstie in many wa;-rs. Like t he orchestr a, t he organ has an 
i mpressive "ability to sculptur e out a melody in full relief from its 
2 
harmonic backgDound." The wide range of t onal effects of both the organ 
and t he orche stra stand together in t heir dyna..>nic scope. '" It is only 
on the organ, • remarks Stoutham, 'with i ts f irmly sustained sounds that 
3 
the full effects of discords and of suspensions can be r ealized.'" 
An introductive illustration of t he common ground which the organ 
2.nd or che st r a share and by -..rh ich are umbilicaly bound is best stated by 
111:' . Herman Smit h , a s follows: 
"The {ja'jesty and beauty , and variety of the organ seems in-
comprehensible when we look down upon t he rank s of pipes whence 
the many-voiced tones have issued . There is nothing to t he 
eye i n that ambi guous looking miscellaneous arr ay adequate to 
account f or that ~ihich t he ear has heard ••••• thus, though t he 
organ be dumb and the orchestra vacant , there will never be 
wanting incentive s to thought. Yhe off ice of t he orchestra 
1 - P• l - Ber g, Dav i d Eric - The Organ, Composers and Literatur 
Vol 9 - Fund of Musical Art - Caxton Inst. Ne:.-r York: I 
1927 
I 
2 -
3 - p. 26 - IBID. 
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is to disturb the equalibrium of t he air, whether imitating 
the t ui ttering of a bird, or revelling in the glorie s of a 
symphony, chorale or oratorio, l'Te accomplis..}]. nothing more 
t han this. To orchestra , and full voiced chorus add t he 
thunders of the mighty orge.n, and the vrork is still the same 
••••• we disturb t he equalibrium of the air. The anmrer is 
purposely brought down to this simple statament. The pri-
m.ative fact embraces and includes all sequences and modi-
ficationi ••••• all musical instrtl.! ~ Lents, whatever their 
natttre, will come under t he definition of machines for dis-
turbing the equalibrium of t he air ••••• t he organ i s an assem-
blage of 1-rind instruments; its office is the same a s t hat of 
t,he orchestra . II l 
In fur ther comparison, one has only to look at the following: 
"It (the organ) also places at the command of one per-
son, by changes of the stops, a great variety of effects 
and tones, so that t he organ-player is almost in the pos-
ition of a conductor of 311 orchestra who should have poi·rer, 
i nstead of conducting from a score wit h the effects fixe d 
beforehand, to choose at t he moment an;y instruments or com-
bima.tion of i nstruments he pleases for the execution of 
a.n;y pass age . II 2 
One must not loose sight of the fact that ~-rith the organ t he musician 
has onJ,y to operate a swell pedal, 1-.rhich in turn opens or closes a 
series of shutters which lets the sound out in similar manner to timbre 
of the horn, oboe or clarinet. 
1 - p. m. - 11 - Smith, Herman - l'L-=lli:ing of Sound in t he Organ 
& Orchestra - Scribners - New York : MCMXI. 
2 - -. SS - statham, H. H. - The organ and i ts Position in 
f!usical Art - Chapman &: Hall - London: 1909. 
1.J"ith the organ the nmsician has representative organ-orchestra 
combined; the instrument can be so constructed that 11in certain tonal 
developments surpassing in dignity and impressiveness the grand orch-
1 
. estra~ it impressively duplicates the orchestral voices • 
In ttfO major division::r:· there are some eight separate tonal forces 
to be found in a conce1~-organ (this being the nearest orchestrally 
imitative organ) as follOI..J'S: 
FIRST DIVISION SECOND DIVISION 
Organ-Tone Orchestral-Tone 
Unimitative Quality Imitative Quality 
1~ Pure organ tone 1~ Orchestral string tone 
2; Free organ tone 2~ Orchestral Flute tone 
3~ Flute organ tone 3~ Orchestral Reed tone 
4. Viol organ tone 4. Orchestral Brass tone (2 
From this listing of the tonal forces contained in the concert 
organ can be seen the imitativeness of organs. Organs are fm.~her en-
hanced by the ingenius coupling devices allowing the keyboards to be 
sounded together by responding to the touch of a single key. In addition 
pre-set pistons enable the performer to have for irrnnediate change numer-
ous combinations of stops for the many and v~~ied selections of instru-
mental effects needed at a given moment. 
J. 
1 - p. 34 - Audsly, Geo. A ~ Temple of *.~ne - J. Fischer & Bro-
Ne....r York: 1925. 
2 - P• 15 - Audsley, G. H.- Organ Stope & Their Artistic Regis-
tration - H W. Qr.qv - Neu York:_ ~22.9 
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Brahms in all hiE many compositions vras primarily orchestral for the 
most part. .As has been 1-vritten by J. l awrence Erb: 
nr-r; s thought is essentially orchestral in style. Hans 
Von Bulow· sa;;r s: 1 In B~ch we alwq;ys hear the organ; in 
Beethovel't, the orchest ra; in Brahms both organ and orch-
estra.• ••••• his mind ran naturally to polYPhony, so that 
he i·Tas one of the great<r st masters of counterpoint since 
Bpch. He had Beethoven's wealth of musical ideas and 
Bach's skill in handling them ••••• all ·the resource s of 
ha.J."monic color, of contrapuntal development and of rhythmic 
accent tv-ere at his command, and he used them all like the 
consumm~te master he was. Transpotition, modulation, in-
version, augmentation, diminution ••••• all the familiar 
derlees of thematic development 1·rere i.Vell lmmm . to ·him and 
furnished means for the expression of his genius ••••• all 
the medieval monks had evelved after centuries of labour 
w·ere by him transl ated into modern terms and utilized in 
the production of art works which mark thepinnacle of 
human achievement along their pa.l~ticular lines. u 1 
ltlith almost identical tribute to Brahms 1 art, Sir Hubert Parry urate: 
"Brahms has revived in his works · the principles of the 
greatest old contrapuntal school, and has 1-vorked into his 
instrumental forms the most musical qualities of the poly-
phonic method of Bach, of Hhich he is a most powerful mas-
ter. Bu.t this lvelding of old methods 1-vith ne-vr is accom-
plished Hi thout a trace of pedentr.:;r , as it is not the de-
tails but only the principles •,vhich · are used. The manner 
and the spir it are genuinelY moden1, but the matter is 
managed 1vith the full po1·1ers which the earlier masters of 
t he great choral age developed as ~-orell as t he pow·ers of the 
later sonata writers: that is to say the design is capable 
of being treated in all directions." 2 
Johannes Brahms living as he did during the chang,ing musical con-
cepts of such contemporaries as \rlagner, Berlioz and Liszt must have been 
beset b;)r ma11y temptations as he noticed 1vhat i-J'as happening in the rrmsic 
circles about him. 11Brahms"nnj.st have felt as if between two fires ••••• 
the stark r ealism calling the way of Liszt, Wagner and Berlioz, and the 
3 
gent ler romanticism learnt from the Schumanns 11 • 
It u as for him to repudiate self as it 1vere, and to purge his music of 
1-veak romanticism. His love of classicism and utter disgust for thooo 
things artificial became his religion. As Hoggin wrote: 
IIThere is truth in this which is expressed less irrever-
ently by Geiringer, 1-1ho points out that the conflicts in 
Brahms himself • • • • • bet1veen an impulse to freedom and a de-
sire for ordered existence ••••• is reflected in his music: 
in the conflict betv-reen romantic qualities of imagination 
and sentiment, and the restricting coherence of logic and 
classi cal forms. It is the romantic qualities that man-
ifest t hemselves i n the occasional cloying Slieetness and 
t he desire to curb them that results in the occasional ex-
cessive preoccupation with technical device." 4 
Brahms symphonic music is an extended development of t he existing 
classical forms on an artistic and inte llectual he±~ unparalleled 
since Beethoven. A quote from Curt Sachs (purposely out of context, but 
illustrating this point) describes uhat Brahms strove mr. "•• ... reason 
is set above imagination ••••• no passion shows, no clamonous. glee or 
mourning . Emotion is restrained, in fine art as in music, and often 
5 
y ields to serenity, if not to coolness.n 
l - p. 136 - Erb, J. Lawrence - BRAHHS - H. ~nt & Sons _ 
London: rev. 193L~. 
2 - P• 3 - Evans-Reeves - Vol IV - op. cit. 
3 - p. 3 - Harrison, Julius - BRAHNS and His Symphonies 
Chapman & Hall Ltd. - London: 1939. 
4 - p. 239 - Hoggin, B. H. - Book of t he ~JIDPhony - Oxford -
Neo:-v York: 1937. 
5 - P• 329 - Sachs, Curt - CommoiiW'ealth of Ji.rt - W. 1·1. Norton -
Neu Yorlc: 1946. 
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"Brahms was indeed one of the most paradoxical of all 
composers. While at heart a romantic, turning again and 
again to t hose smaller works of musical forms wherein he 
could express himself as he never dared t o do in sp~ech, y et 
his better judgement const~mtl;y reminded him that no Eln-
during masterpieces l a;y that wa:y, that romantic must be 
forem.rorn or, at least, held firrn:ty in check if the 1-vorld of 
music rrere to be definately enriched by his work • .And so we 
find hi.'ll al1vays 1-vavering between the two extremes; one 
moment, hot, the next cold; now writing ardent love-songs 
because hi s feelings had been stirred that w~; now, as 
if ashamed, follmrlng t hem by a. German Requiem or a set of 
v ariations in which bold design and 1-rholesome application 
of all his great contrapuntal skill gave lie to the suggestion 
that romance Has gaining t he master." 1 
1 - p. 33 - ."'Harrison, Julius - op. cit. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Brahms was alway s careful in using the various sections of his orch-
estra . His instr1J.mental combinations 1-rere chosen to fit whatever color 
he vdshed for each pa.fticular theme. The principle that the strings are 
the foundation of t he orchestr a is ce..refully adhered to, a .. TJ.d only in a 
few instances to his Hind instruments play unaccompanied. This fact ill-
ustrates the organistic char acter of these symphonic ~-ororks; "only the 
chorus, the string quartet and t he orchestra can compete "\fl th the organ 
. 1 
in its subtle int eroveaving of independent voices. 11 The organ h a s un-
equaled polyphonic resources and 11its ability to sculpture out a melody 
2 
in full relief from its harmonic b ackground cannot be denied.u Ve>.riety 
of contrasts and thP- faculty of unlimited tonal effects are a coexistency 
which organ and orchestra share. 
After a full orchestral statement of the theme of the FiBst S,ymphony 
first move:roont, t he four 1-rood v-Tinds (flute, oboe, clarinet and bassoon) 
produ ce this interlude, Ex. 32, 1..-ith the accompaniment of the pizzicato 
string s sounding a three not e figure imitating the tn-.ree note bass and 
t ympani t hemes of t he opening of t he symphony. Then follm-T flute, bass-
oon and f irst violins with a descending scale passage. 'i'he strings begin 
a quiet, somber arpeggio interlude. 
Here is found organ color, rich, vibrant; "P" sustaiimed chords in 
the ureeds 11 , contrasted by t he 8.11st.Yer in the "strings" with b a ssoon com-
bined for depth of color, ending >·rith an expressive passage for the flute, 
oboe cll1d f irst violin, these three octave levels coupled together ~ ~ 
one organ manual leading into a npp 11 passage by strings on a tv.ro octave 
F l. 
Hb . 
Kl. 
Fg. 
Fl . 
Fg. 
Hrn. 
Pk. 
VI. 
Br. 
Vc . 
Kb . 
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pit.ch level anmrered by quiet horn and 1-rood-w:LD.d chords soundJ.ng a return 11 
of the initial t heme of the symphony . Thi s anst-rering of the sect ion s of th I 
orchestr a back and forth , reed to string, horn to string, is one of the 
prime or ganistic feature s of Br ahms• orchestral 1rritings. 
1 • 1 - Ber - David Eric - o 
2 - p . 26 - IBID. 
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Here in the next illustration, Ex. 33, over t he horn passabe the oboe 
1-reaves a plaintive theme. As it ends, the Ilute takes it up v-Tith clarinet 
accompaniment ending Hith a rich, vibrant cello tone color of 11pp 11 chofds 
in t he other strings. 
Ex: . 33 
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This ending of one tonal combination and the taking over of the next is 
organ at its most forceful device. Ouch stop selections provide many 
of t.he I:'l.ost beautiful tonal colorations prevalent in Brahr:ls' orchestral 
-;·rri t ings. 
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A lyrical mood is found in the third movement of the First ~hony 
as it opens 1iLth a gentle meloqy given out by the B flat clarL~et, cello, 
bassoon and horn accompaniment. As though the strings were pre-set on 
the 11 choir" organ, they enter for a tvm bar crescendo and dimenuendo. 
Descending, rli'[thmical thirds of coupled flute, clarinet and bassoon 
are heard next, over t he string accompaniment vdth a pedal-point of the 
double-bass , Ex. 34. 
Ex. 34 
. • Un poco Allegretto e gra.ztoso 
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Then, Ex. 35, the melody which origina·(jed in the clarinet is no-vr 
spoken by the first violins irith string accompaniment, and an occasionaJ. 
reed arpeggio or choral passage. 
Ex. 35 
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The organistic similarj_tie s here are sho-vm in the manner in which one sec-
tion, i.e. strings, is added at a certain point, t hen J'ades out. Then 
t he three reeds (flute, clarinet and bassoon) combi:.1e for a descending 
scale pas sag A in thirds, this producL~g an effect of depth ~~d tone color 
most resembling those of combined organ stops 'i'rith pedal and string organ 
accompmrume • 
It is eas;r to imagine t he string section of the orchestra registered 
for the ''svlel1 11 organ 1-rhen t he violin has this melody. Immediately w·hen 
the oboe and then b assoon enter accompa..n.ied by the strings f or s~1ort 
passages, the nsv;ell" string i s coupled to the "choir" l·rith the different 
"reed" solos r11aking t l!e orche stral picture complete ond illustrating in 
this orchestral 1-rorlc the organistic conc~ption t herein. 
Throughout hi s or che stral ;.rriting s Br ahms' used t he trombone sparing-
l y , usually only for climri tltic passages. "The trombones are the organ 
m~ a special solemn nr.r stic mood" ••••• in Brahms orchestra. 
One senses that the model for his orchestra •-ras often t he org an, 
en:ffiarged t o a huge wealth of sounding voice s., in a manner of early or-
clrestral compositions. 
In this ex ample from t he fourth movement of the hrst Symphony, Ex. 
36, H"e f ind t he trombone and the bassoon uith the double-bas soon employed 
in a sonber~ mystical t onal combination. This leads into a pe.ssage -vrith 
tremulated string s added a..s the different i nstruments (horn, flute, bass-
oon, etc.) take up t he short r cyt hmical figure of the theme. 
1 - p. 214 - Beklcer, Paul - The Story of the Orchestra 
vJ. H. 1~orton & Co.- i'Jm-r York: 1936. 
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Not only does this section bear signs of t~w organistic devices of Brahms 
but this meloc'!:iJ ha.s dl§finite llfolk-song simplicity and quiet poiorer in 
concentratmon akin to t he principal theme of the :M:inale i n Beethoven's 
_l 
Ninth Symphony ••••• emphatically ~ a bltmdering imitation, but the 
1 
natural coi.TJ.cidence of kindred geni·us. " 
Here mention should be made of the chorale and rich hymn-like 
character of these bassoon, tlouble-bassoon and three tronmones as played 
at Ex. 36. Nowhere does one feel the org.:mistic influence more acutely 
than uith this scoring 1,Tith its -vronderfuly eXpressive solenmity cm.d depth 
of feeling. With the string s giving their effective tremolo accompaniment 
of such sustained quality, it is easily seen that the 11idea underlying 
the or chestra on t he ,,rhole is t he representation of harmony b:;• the choir 
of strings colored by 1-Tood-vrinds and accentuated by brasses ru1d pef'-
2 
e1.1ssions. 11 
In the opening of the second Symphony, e~a.rnple ·)7, the first violins 
and •cello bring this phrase to an end, ushering i n t he rare],y used Tuba 
and three trombones in rich, chordal passages, alternating with a flute 
and oboe duet of the original three-not e figure. 
1 - p. 232 - Goetchius, Per~ - I1asters of the Symphony -
Ditson - Boston: 1929. 
2 - p. 22 - Bekker, Paul - op. cit. 
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The reeds and horn combine to give a pouerful organ "diapason-toneu 
- ' 
deep, lrl.brant and full producing a riclmess and an expression of "faith 
and noble inspiration, of outflowing r everence and of serenity ••• the 
ancient modal music, choral then:es, the ea.r:cy and modern classical works, 
t he majority of compositions emJodying the normal religious feeling s are 
1 
scored for this color." 
Brahms' music shOi·Is a profound influence of the German chorales. N0 t 
on],y in his classic polyphony, but in his scoring of t he orchestra are to 
be found the organistic origins. His teacher, Eduard Y.tar.X:sen, was : 
11 the son of a village organist and school :master, vias 
a pupil of the famous theoretician Albrechtsberger. No 
better music:ia n could have been found i5or Brahms since 
J'B.rxsen 1-1as as thor.ough in his methods and deeply learned 
as he vias onen minded and catholic in taste. Not only did 
he inspire i1is pu~ils 1v:Lth confidence, but encouraged them 
to t al\:e on instead in other fields of\ thought, such as lit-
erature, painting and philosophy. 11 2 
11Brabms 1 s;jmphonies depend ~or their effect alm.ost en-
tirely on their pure music al content. That is to say he 
makes no use of extra;vagant embroidery or gorgeous color. 
He keeps to the perfectly sound idea ~~at the string tone 
should be t he foundation of orchestral scoring , but to 
such an extent that the moments i-Then he allm-rs the wind 
instruments to venture alone, are rare indeed ••••• his 
orchestral color schemes and combinations must alwa;vs 
be supported by strings. 11 3 
1 - p. 32-33 - Berg-David Eric - op. cit. 
2 - P• 15 - Hill, Ralph BRAJI:HS - A Study in 1{usic Bio-
graphies - Denis Archer pub. - London: 1933. 
3 - p. 72 - IBID. 
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Instances of the chorale sound in the s.vmphonic works are quite 
numerous, but chiefly occur 1-rhen the horn and trombone are combined as 
in E:x:. 38, from the Allegro of the Third ~ymphoey, where the pedal-point 
of 'cello and contra-basses are belo-vr the other strings, which play w'ith 
simmering 11pll scale patterns. 
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This is broken by the full registered organistic chords combining the t"tvO 
oboe, t "t·iO ba ssoon, contra-ba ssoon, t1.vo horns in F and three trombones to 
give their rich, somber, colorful tones, mtstained and chorale-like. This 
device of sustained reed and brass chords interrupted by strings for the 
rema:ining twent.y-nine measures remaining in the S"f mphony, bring the Hork 
to an i mpressive close. 
Ther e is not a more organistic e xample of orchestral vrriting to 
be formd anytvhere in Braluns 1 Korks. Not only are the combinations of 
instruments, the doubling or parts and t he sustained chords organistic 
in their concept, but the actual hearing of this passage gives the list-
ener proof of holT organ like orchestral nmsical composition ban be. 
a1e need not be surprised to find that this Third ~hony ending 
choral e-like shoP.ld open with tvm measures of full organ reed and brass 
choir with a chordal effect vihich is immediate and l a sting, Ex. 39 
recurring throughout t he work. 
EK. 39 Symphonie No 3 
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~'lith a pedal point of contra basses and contra bassoonE the strings 
(first and second violins) coupled with 8 ft. and 4 ft. stops, sing the 
opening melody , accompanied by rich organ tones of the t hr ee trombones. 
Again, Ex. 40, f ifty measures l ater the opening i s he ard in a ne1-r 
fo rm -vrith "pptt sustained chords reminiscant of t he eff ect ,,Then soft string s 
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and b a ssoons vTi th oboe stop s are combined on one organ manual. 
No other orchestral composer 1-ras able to use t he di:fferent component 
parts of this me dium of nrusical art -vJ'ith such skill a.11d individuality a s 
did Johannes Br ahms. His underst anding of t he simple yet wonderful and 
colorful ~rays to extr act more than mere nru.s i cal sound from individual in-
struments give s i mport to his ge:r1ius. The constant interplay of combined 
instru...rnental eff ects anSt;;ering e e.ch other in many pol,;rphonic forms is ev-
idence of 'the ne1-r concepts ~rritten into these works. The ability to take 
a three-note phrase and enhance it by use of t he classic and polyphonic 
devices of augmentation, inver sion, dimunition and extension give ample 
proof of hi s ability to make even t he smallest nrusical phrase serve his 
purpose s in developi ng a t heme. 
I.Vith a t hree-note pedal point, Ex. !D., t he Second Symphony opens. 
The pedal point continue s f or twenty-three measur es, made up of t he 
ll coulped 11 pedal organ sounds of 8 ft. and 16 ft. 'cello and contra-basses, 
giving empha sis to the t hree-note t heme. Upon this pedal point t he organ-
orchestra i s registered (on manual parts ) f or 11pu chords of m1eeping 
b eauty . The t vro horns in D, and two ba ssoons spe ak fir st f or f our meas~ 
ures, a nsv;rered by t -vro f lutes, clarinets i n A, <'..-'1d t he t v.ro b assoons. Then 
t his pattern slightly ahanged is rppeated ending the second time with sus-
t ained chords i n t he three reeds, while t he f irst violins and viola enter 
with 11 p" de s cending scale passage s , concluding with t he first violin and 
•cello, :Ex . 4la. 
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Ex. 41a 
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The bass voices of the or chestra are used pedal like and often appear 
in 'cello and contr a-bass combination as in Ex. 42. Here also are headd 
the i ntenreaving of the melodic parts of the horn, -vr.ith string accompani-
ment . The violas are ru1mvered first by violmns then reach an expressive 
ending . 
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An effective pedal-point on low C is employed for six TIBasures as 
in Ex. 43, from the Andante of the third Symphony. F...ere the contra-basses 
hold t he pedal by coupling the t1-ro horns in C to this same pedal note on 
c. 
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The strings accompror;r t he melody in little five-note figures starting 
1 1-rith the low octave of the 1 cello progressing through the violins. The 
melody is a four note figure first registered for clarinet, t hen flute, 
! then bassoon and final~- ending i n a trip of all coupled. The trombones 
• perform usual organistic functions by entering 'iTith "sfp 11 chords quiet and 
sustained, giving depth and beauty to the overall "dolce" atmpsphere. The 
horns in t heir lmv-est 8 ft. register play t he bass pedal-poing -..rith the 
brass in their 16 ft. tonality f urnishing a full, rounded tonal foundation. 
I 
I 
j The combined flut e, oboe and b assoon all at dif ferent pitch levels from 
I 
I 
1 middle C to t he two octaves aboV&", t hen produce a tonal effect wTitt en 2.s 
I 
! t hough created espe cially f or the organ, 1-rhereby a pre-combined registra-
tion thi s combination I·TOuld be set for immediate use when needed, allowing 
changing groups and color combinations. The combined forces of t he orcb.-
estra are likewise united by the single organist using on the one instru-
ment at his command the proper selection of tonal forces. 
Brahms' artistry is fully shown here when he uses a simple ~our note 
theme, f irst giving the meloqy to the clarinet, then flute, then b a ssoon. 
Perhaps ma.rrr composers 1-vould have stopped lvith this mere statement of t he 
t heme t hree times, But Brahms 1 mastery of effect (orga.nistic in implication 
due to t h e r esulting tonal levels achieved by such skilled combinations) 
l eads him next to use this t heme by combining these t hree instruments at 
one time to bri ng out a ne-vr and exact colorat i on 'tvhich he desired for this 
: particular musical idea. Thi s i ndependence and contr aptmtal usage of 
t hem::J.tic material is another exa111ple of the musicianship of Brahms, and 
hi s logical and i ndividual use of single and combi ned voices. 
In the "Ger man Requiem" a pedal-point occurs on B fl at l asting f<!Dr 
I 
I t hirty -one measures one of t he extreme examples of organistic device. It is 
I 
on a gi gantic scale in t his ;v-ork for chorus, orchestr a, organ ad. lib. 
Not e-vmrthy is the comple~e independence of or che stral and voice parts. 
~ In the l'~ ssiah, some i nstrument aluays doubles each voice part, the orch-
estral score a mere enlargement of t he vocal score. In this portion in 
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particular, the first from the Requiem, t he voice parts alternate in sing-
ing t he words 11 jo-y- everlasting 11 • The artful accompaniment is vr.i..th or chestra 
using a pedal point, string s sustained , reeds and horn vli t h short solo 
phrases of two and .iour measures. The ending i s a stretto of half and 
whol e note chorus part s accompanied by sust ained strings of a slowly 
rising arpeggio moving from low b flat up through b flat fottr octaves 
above middle C. 
A thirty-six measure pedal point occurs in the t hird section of the 
German Requiem on a lm-1 D, w'hile t he chorus goes forth 1-rith a gi gantic 
fugue uhich is carried t hrough t he f our voice sections 1dth a constant 
mov~~g ei ghth-note orchestral accompaniment to the voice parts. 
Previously VTas sho1-m t he use of t he tromb one in a chorale-like 
manner, and t he broad use of pedal and pedal-point in Brahms 1 orchestral 
w-or ks >vith t heir orgal.'IL$tic similarities. NoH·, let us e]lamine t he varied 
treat ment ;si ven t he ureedll orchestra-organ parts, for next to the strings, 
they play a most vital role in t he ent ire ensemble. 
In t he Poco Allegretto from the Third ~phony Ex. 44, is shm-m an 
ex ample of rar e beauty. After several mea Sttres of the strings alone, a 
"p11 is rea ched , at which point the eight reed instruments (t1-m flutes, t1·ro 
oboes, t vro clarinets and tuo bassoons) and horn enter for nine measures 
in vrhich t he two f lut es, t vro clarinets and t vro bassoons at first use t he 
same t hematic mater ial. Three octaves are coupled together follovred l:zy-
t he f amiliar device of a t hree note t heme alternately play ed by clarinet 
flute,and bassoon, with clarinet, flute and bass ansvrering. 
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Each measure is enhanced b;;t Brahms' p ainstaking use of expression 
mark s as achieved by carefull opening and closing of t he expression 
pedals on the organ. The constant use of ~ for each three note 
group showsi Brahms' keen ability of artistic expression. As e ach of these 
reed passages approaches the dimenuendo, a s though pre-set on t he "cholhr" 
and ans\vering the reeds on t he 11 swell11 manuals, the strings sound first 
a descending passage -rvhich i s inverted. It ascends from 11p 11 to "pp" 
after l·rh ich strings pla;v alone in quiet, sustained chords. The theme 
first given by the 'cello at the opening of the movement is then suggested 
by clarinet and bassoons coupled at the t1,ro octave level, played t >·rice 
and ansv;ered by the flute, oboe and b assoon coupled on a t h r e e octave 
level. 
From t he Third Symphony , Ex. 45, to t he accompaniment of 11pp 11 
string s, the horn gives second utterance to a moving Brahms theme, or i g-
in2~ly play ed by the 1 cello, c.md now anSivered by horn. As the horn ends 
thi s sad t heme , the oboe then takes over for it s rendition of the same . 
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This lyric theme of the Brahms Third &JIDphony could r,rell be called a 
nsong vJi.thout 1-rordsll so lovely is its melody , and impressive the gloomy 
and sombre mood. This is especially similar to the second movement of 
the Beethoven Fiftjl Symphony 1i-There the mood is also intensely appealing, 
l y ric and glChom:y, and a s is the Braluns, a First .H.ondo. 
Brahms assumed a position in history enabling him to make a survey 
oi' the styles and works of Bach, Beetp:oven and Schumann. He absorbed t he 
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polyphonic mastery of Bach and carried further t he boldnes s of Beethoven. 
Hm-rever , Brahms never ffi·rerved from his demands upon himself directing his 
art on an intellectual plane. He shunned the shallmv emoti onal romanti-
cists of his day, and refused to be led by their successe s. 
"none of t he secular masters 1-rere affected by Bach's in-
fluence and exa~ple before Schu~ann; who absorbed it for more 
t h an Hendelssohn or Chopin. So far a s the quality of sty le may 
be summed up i n a word, that of Brahms is, in essence, a re-
conciliation of Bach 1 s mode of thought tvi t h secular freedom of 
outline, that is 1vell nigh-~· ideal in its perfection. It goes 
in thi s respect, a s far bey ond Schumann as the latter -vrent be-
y ond I18ndelssohn. One is tempted to view a Brahms as a poss-
ible Bach Symphony. 11 1 
Also, this Ex. 45 bears close comparison wi th the "marcia funebre 11 
of the Eroica .:frmphony of Beethoven, for its melodic figure is stated 
f irst by strings (I viol and Braluns 1 viola ) both with string accompaniment 
flpprr. Beethoven uses oboe melodically a s doP.s Brahms. The si.rnilar raood 
is not able and doubtless shm.rs the effect of Beethoven on Brahms 1 orches-
tral vrr-l tings. 
As Ex. 45 a & b 1-vill show: 
Ex. 45 a 
.:ITl: ~  
~ I j j II£. 
1 - p . 372 - Goepp, P. H.-Great \-forks of Nusic - Garden City -
New York : 1925 
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Ex. 45 b ,., 
nthere is marlced difference bet1-reen the themes in the 
Eeethoven S,ymphonies and the BraQffis. meethoven's are 
largely concordent, i.e. the main notes of the themes 
belong to the marmony itself and, by comparison, rarely 
occursas dissonant amciliary or passiP~ notes.needing 
resolution. One example from Beethoven and another from 
Brahms ·1-1:Lll suffice to illustrate these character istic 
differences. It ~rill be seen hm-r the Beethoven thene 
agrees at all points with the harrno:rrr , whereas in the 
Brahms example, there are t1·1o notes ( -ll-) that require 
resolution. This is marked characteristic of Brahms." 1 
From the third movement of the Second Symphony, Ex. 46, is found 
the ·t;onal reso11rces ·gained by combining the me~bers of the reed section 
(first 'iTi thout flute)' the ob~e, tv-w clar~r>.et in. A, and two bassoons. 
TI1is is Brahms in a lighter vein. 
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Ex. 46 
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Allegretto grazioso (Quasi Andantino) 
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This theme is similar to t he dance form theme in the Henuetto of 
the No:zart Jupiter Symphony. It is as simple and as graceful as t he 
Hozart tun~ EX. 46a. 
EK . 46 a 
The opening passage r eturns, EX . 47, minus the clarinets but w"ith 
the addition of t he flutes adding the upper oauave to 't he tonal picture. 
First, all 8 ft. tone; now 8 ft. and 4 ft. giving an entirely neu timbre 
to t he t heme. 
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The first movement of the Second ~hony, Ex:. 48 contains colorful 
usage of the "reed11 nstringu and 11brass ll sections, unique in its orga.nistic 
nEnner of registration and combinati on. After violin and •cello gradually 
dinruendo Hith 11 coupledll 8 .ft. and 16 ft. color, an ansvrer on the ~~~»-rells" 
is given by 11p" ::::---::::.~chords recalling the opening of this 1-vork. 
Then •cello and viola coupled r eturn t o the opening theme, accompanied 
by pe dal of contra-basses and alternate flute and clarinet. This fades 
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to a passage scor ed wit h r ich tonal color of 4 ft . and 8 ft . a s the oboe 
and two b assoons, joined by t wo clarinet s, ar e coupled in a r e st atement 
of the origi nal 'cello m1d viola passage . Later reeds are j oined an 
octave higher w·i t h the 4 ft. t one of the flutes, r eeds 8 f t. and 4 i't., 
concluding 1vi t h sust ai ned chor ds. 
Ex:. 48 (cont) 
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The overall effect of this coupling and the registration of horn 
and reed accompanied by str~1gs, and 16ft. and m ft. string pedal is quite 
organistic. 
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The orchestral device of a dialogue bet1.;een the sections of the orch-
~ 
estr a was certainly not an innovation of Brahms. Beethoven in the Finale 
.!' 
of t he Erioca ~nnphony, f or example, uses an effect similar to that of 
Bra~ms quoted in example 49 when he uses: 
first flute and b assoon 
second I & II violins & Violas 
third Flute & bassoons again 
fourth I & II violins & violas again 
fifth on with slight variations each time. 
all of this written over a pedal point of 1 cellos and double basses. 
1!Jhile trace s of this use of dialogue at differen-t. octave levels 1-rere 
used b;r Handel, Haydn, Beethoven and others who preceeded Brahms, i t is 
nonet!1eless another example of organistic use of the 11reeds" when Brahms 
in the Andante of the Third Symphony, EX. 49 employ s this scheme . 
Here t he horn, oboe and tlute at the 8 ft. l ft. and 2 ft. level carry 
on a dialogue with the first and second violins and viola of t he same 
combined tonal levels. Then after a quiet reed passage scored "rith 
pedal point of violincellos and contrabasses, the movement ends with 
skillful use of two horns in C and three trombones sounding the ir usual 
organ-like chords. First alone, then coupled to bassoons and clarinets 
1-"lith the oboe and flute added for the sust ained ending. 
Ex. 49 
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In the t hird :movemenJG of t he Second Symphony, Ex. 50, is found t hi s 
ill ust r at ive use of 11reed" or gan pa s sages for t wo flut.e s, two clar i nets 
and t wo bassoons . 
Ex. 5o 
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First it is scored e~clusively f or t he se instrument s as on the " &>-vell" 
organ, then suddenl,y as on t he "great" manual, the ·strings take over . 
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Next. on t he "choir11 the reeds are coupled t o the str :il1gs ret urning t o the 
ugreat" f or strings alone. 
Strings nearl y alw·ay s accompany Brahms ' other instru..wntal sections . 
From this example in the :Bourth movement of the Se cond Symphony, Ex:. 51, 
can be seen a pedal po:il1t of cont r a basses accompanying the viol a and 
EX • .51 
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1 cello in sl m·r moving arpeggi o passages -vrith the clarinet on the "St·rell" 
manual playing a h:,~f -note melody. Reversing t he sustained quality , the 
11 choir11 strings hold chords , as the clarinet plays arpeggi o patterns. 
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Organistic devices com into prominent play as the flut e and horn in D 
"coupledrr pl q-y t he half- note theme . Oboe and horn in E coupled add a 
whole- note accompaniment, with t he two bassoons and cel l o holding chords . 
Fi nall y all reeds and horns combine f or a f ull- voiced "p ll chord se-
quence as the strings pizzicato the a_-rpeggi o theme l eading i nto t he sub-
ordi na te sub.ject for str;ngs alone, fir st violin and viola coupl ed at 
the 8 ft. and 16 ft . l evel stating t he mel ody . 
The effect of t he l'pp 11 chords of t he full reed section , t~-Io f l ute s, 
ob oe, t wo clarinet s , two bassoons plus t Ho horns and two t rumpets i § of 
unusu al t onal color at i on, as sho't'm in Ex. 52, f rom the f irst movement of 
t he Fourth Sympho~y. 
EX. 52 
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This illustrates ~he use of t v-m manual s on the organ holding susta:lned 
cho:flds as the pedal 1d th arpeggio movement enhancing t he a ccomp&"1iment. 
As the reed sectioc• sustains long ch ords, the strings play "ppn arpeggio 
passages over a contra-bass pedal. The str ings employ 8 ft. and 4 ft~ 
with occasional 16 ft. tonal levels. 
EX. 52 (cont) 
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After f ive measures for .strings alone the full reeds pla,y a..l'l in.terlude 
of contrasting color before the strings return. 
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The povrerful reed combination shmm in EJ.c . 53, fom the first move-
ment of the Fourth Symphoey is y et another exomple of an organistic com-
Ex:. 53 
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bination . Tt-10 flutes, are coupled to the first violins with the melody. 
Ttm bassoons in octaves are then coupled to t he pedal of 1 cellos and 
basses, giving the 8 ft. and l6 ft . levels of sound. The t1vo horn s 
in E and tl·ro i n c, t hen j oin the tvm flutes, t 1.ro ob oes, and two clari net s 
1·rith t1·1o bassoons i n an "ff11 passage of sustained chords, upper three in 
·ltiatuble not es ,,lith t he ilmer voi ces ~yncopa.ted >·lith string a ccompaniment . 
Innumer~ble inst ances of organistic 11 coupling11 are to be f ound in 
the se ofchestral compositions. At t he beginning of t he t hird movement 
of t he Fourth Symphony t he I & II violins are f irst coupled at the t1-vo 
oct ave levels, easi~y pl qred on the organ by a mere dra~ring of an 8 ft. 
and 4 ft . stop and play:L'I'lg one note. Then piccolo and, ~ • .54, 
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oboe are coupled together soon to be anS\-orered by f lute, clarinet and t wo 
bassoons at 16 ft and 8 ft. and 4 ft. levels, sounding over strings with 
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I v i olin and viola coupled. Soon t w·o bassoons , 1 cel lo and cont ra basse s 
are combined in a figure >-Tith II violins and viola, after which J6our 
octave levels of f l ute , oboe, clarinet and bassoon s (all "a-2) are added. 
Thi s sections ends with 11ff 11 cbupled ree ds anSt·mred b'IJ inversi on of t :1e 
reed theme in t he strings employing 16 ft , 8 ft . and 4 f t. l evels. 
Ex. 54 (cont) 
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Another li1ter esting example of the coupling of r eeds at the 8 ft. 
4 f t , and 2 ft. tonal level s occurs further in the thi rd movement of the 
First &Jlllphony, Elc. 55, "\"Then the h w flutes,two oboe, two clari nets , two 
bassoons are coupl ed to t 1v-o hor ns a11d are event uall y joined by t v-w 
t r ui1lpets. 
Ex. 55 
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All of t hi s re sulting in a syncopated pas sage of t hirds >'Trit t en over a 
~sf 11 moving a.roeggiated strings above a oint of contra-bas ses. 
This example, Ex . 56, from the Fourth Symphony shm-rs skilled regis-
tration of Bral1ms 1 Phrigian melody. Three horns state this theme joined 
at the second me asure by two b assoons and tw·o oboes, and then two flutes . 
This diminishes to rtppll clarinets and b assoons, accompanied by llpp " pizz-
icato strings. The registration for first brass , then brass a.7ld r eeds, 
then brass, and so· on t hroughout the introduction and exposition is as 
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solenm a s al1_'r work of Brahms written for the or chestra . The colorful com-
bination of the several instruments, first hom alone, t hen different reeds 
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and horn, then reeds alone , show Brabms ' preoccupation and understanding 
of the over.vhelming effect t o be gained b-'J this organistic device of 
chan gi ng t he couplings and registrations of t he melodies a s they unfold. 
Through such mastery of or chestral-organ technique, Br ahms 1 symphohic 
vmrks attain a brilliance and an ethereal aura applicable to feu others in 
musical history. 
A tranquil, tender and nwster ious registration occurs in t he Se cond 
Sym":";hony , Ex. 57, w·hen flutes , t1fO clarinets, bassoons and t wo horns in D 
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carr>J on 2. dialogue "p 11 11dolce 11 1-rith I & II violins, viola and oollo. 
This creates an atmosphere of hauntEing beauty by means of this subtle 
registration and of the dialogue, scored for contrasting reeds and the 
string sections. 
Only in the fugues of the G-erman Requiem does Brahms use any in-
strument to accompany the same part at t he same time a s the voice parts 
sing a given theme. In these cases, voices and instruments are coupled 
thus: 
oboe with soprano 
clarinet 1·rith alto 
bassoons 1vith bass 
'cello with bass 
later 
II vilhlins vTith alto 
I violins with soprano 
This registration is quite impressive, and lends itself to the organistic 
"coupling " effect found through the choral and symphonic composj_tion~ 
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The most comprehensive of all , Ex. 58, from the first movement of 
the Fourth Symphony illustrates the influence of the organ and its t e ch-
nique on Brahms' orchestral style. Using t hree distinct and contrasting 
color combinations in a method undeniably similar to using alternatel y 
three organ manuals (pre-set -vrith the se combined instrt11!lents) Brahms 
achieves a completely or gan-orchestral effect. 
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Orga.nistic as this varied tonal combination may be, it must be shmm 
that this pattern of alternate strings and reed , and brass sections of the 
orchestra utilizing a one measure figure w-as not net·T uith Brahms. In 
t he Scher~o of the Eecond ~Jffiphony, Beethoven uses the first sixteen meas-
ures as follov.w: a chord, erith a t h ree note figure: 
(1) two bassoons, viola and 1 cello & bass -"f9 
(2) I violins lip" 
(3) one repeated Ufll 
(4) t v-ro repeated "pu 
(5) t ¥10 horns in D llf" 
(6) I & II violins 11p" 
(7) ti.J"O oboe & t1,ro horns in D, and so forth: 
It remained for Brab.ms to utilize the p ~ mf ~ p 
for each ma asure which Beethoven achieved on a smaller scale . 
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Ex. 58 ( cont) 
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TI1ese four caw~ina~ions are .used at first: 
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(a) t>-vo flutes, t -vro ob oe, ti·To clarinets in A, tHo bassoons, 
and tvro horns in c. 
(b) first & second violins, Viola, and 'cello. 
(c) 1 cello, two clarinets in A, tlm bassoons, tifO horns 
in C and t1·ro horns in E. 
(d) first violins, (d~) second violins, (div) viola, 
cello and contra basses. 
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The change from one combination to another is achieved by the orch-
estra in the same manner that the organist deftly goes from 11 choir11 organ 
to the ngreat", to the nSI·Tellll and bacl:: again. 
Jl.i'ter the combinations sholm in! through ~' variations of these 
instrumental combinations are made, thus: 
( a-2 ) ( a-2 ) 
( c-2 ) 
( d-2)) 
these are exact repititions of -the same orchestral 
combinations as a, b, c, and d. 
(e) oboe, t :fo clarinets, tHo bassoons, t vro horns in E <md 
to horns in c. 
(f) first violins, (dS;v), second violins, (div), viola, (div) 
and t he violli1cellos, (div). 
(e-2) same as (e). 
(f-2) same as (f). 
(g ) two flutes, two oboes, t -rrm clarinet in A, t 1-vo horns in E, 
(f-3) same a s (f). 
(h) two clarinets in A, two bassoons, t-wo horns D1 E. 
(i) two horns in c, first violins (div), second violins (div) 
viola (div), and 1cello (div). . 
In the above the instrument which has the chief melodic fi&:ure each 
time is underlines. 
Especially organistic also are the -<_ ~ for each . of the one 
measure phrases ••••• the Slvells for e ach organ manual giving true res-
ponse to this device of orchestral muance. 
As Brahms completes this somber and impressive use of the melodic 
figure supported by sustained chords, he changes to llpp 11 strings alone 
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augmenting the time value of the melodic interval into a retard. Enc1.ing 
with a rest, follovmd by an answer 11p 11 doihce. 
V.Iit hout listening to these passages, it is easy to visualize the or-
gan±:stic devices Brahms used, but it is impossible to escape the organ-
like effect 1·Then tnis··· port:i.on is heard in actual performance. 
***~-*-)} 
From the first movement of the first Symphony, EX. 59 is yet 
another instance of t he use of full strings, full reed and brass in a 
contrasting color effect of intense tonal significance. The two flutes, 
t 1--ro oboe, t l'fO clarinet, tlvo bassoons and contra bassoons (sounding four 
octave levels) plus horns, produce the llff11 three measure figure 1-vhich 
is t aken up im."Tle diatezy on the l ast beat by the full strings (four 
octaves) fesponding llff'. 
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The reeds (less horns) are heard again f ollov-red by strings in slightly 
different harmonic structure, b ut the s ame melodic and rhythmic pattern. 
The combining of tonal colorations of the reeds and brass in contrast to 
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Ex. 59 (corrt) 
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the strings , each encompas sing four octave s of t onal depth again illustrate 
the or ganistic quality of Brahms' orchestral technique. His use of the or-
chestral couplings of 4ft., 8ft., and 16ft. levels, contrasted with the 
s ame 4 f't., 8 f't., a."1d 16ft. string timbre is the remarkable arti stry 
t t>.rough which these orchestral works have been acclaimed from their i n-
ception. The pronounced 1nusical eff'ect of' t he orgmlistic 
cre scendo - dimenuando, string versus reeds, string versus reed s and brass 
I 
-
coupled and care of the-'_. tona.l .. alid expressional Hriting for the orchestra 
-,;v-as achieved by a Bra~ms ~rho !mew the inescapable similarity of the organ 
with the orchestra, and decided to use the ore~ color combination and ex-
pressiveness in his orchestral 1·rriting. 
So keen <.fas Brahms' skil l that an aWareness of the count,less and 
ex;:J,cting maries of expression with which he meticidou.sly orn_arnented his 
orchestral Harks, a performance in ~ri'1ich a conductor interpolates his own 
r ather than Brru1ms' expression, fails miserab~y to live up to t he expressed 
de sires of the composer, and leaves the listener unsatisfied. The same re-
sult, albeit, as pla;ying an organ uork of the romantic era on an entirely 
Baroque organ ••••• a work •·rritten 1dth this concept of toila.l color and ex-
pression nro.st be interpreted in extreme care and attention to instructions 
of the composer. Nothing as to t he dynamics is feet to guess work ••••• 
all is ru1 interg:::·al part of the composers ideas put onto paper as part of 
the composition itself. As vital is the scoring ••••• the setting off of a 
choir of reeds and brass against the strings; organ coloring and scoring 
is most evident in this orchestration. 
As furt her illustration of this anSivering at the different tonal 
levels, exmnine this portion of the fir st Slflllphony, Ex . 60, l'ihere t he use 
of a theme between r eeds and strings is carried one step further in the 
organistic devices. Organ -..rriting (and the pre-set combinations set on 
the different manuals) glories in the contrasts of color to be found 
in the 4 ft. tone a11s1verecl by the 8 ft., the 4 ft. , and 8 ft. either or 
t he s arne or of cont r asting f ani lies , i.e., reeds, brass, strings, or of 
contrasting instrumental timbres. 
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Here upu flutes , hro oboes in the upper register s ound a four-note 
figure . It is ans~rered by the first and second violins at the same pitch 
level . Then the four note figure is spoken (for the t hird time ) by the 
clarinet and h ro basses at the 101-rer pitch level, answered by the I & II 
violins and viola in the same pitch level, ending in a npp ll passage -vdth 
viols, 'cello and do~mle basses in the low 16ft . register. Truly a con-
cept of organ registers and couplings has crept into Brahms' orchestral 
t e chnique. 
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The first chorus of the Brahms German Requiem is registered -vr.i..th no 
violins, no clarinets, no trumpets and no contra-bassoons, only for viola 
(div), 'cello in three sections, and contrabssses, ~ th two horns in F, 
viola play-ing melody. At the opening the effect of this omission of the 
upper tonal sounds~ plus the .l .\ j J of the third cello part and contra-
.. ... 
basses for eighteen measures is organ technique to shov-1 a striking and 
descr intive usage in t he orchestration. No tonality higher than C above 
middle C is heard until the voices enter in measure fifteen. Not until 
measure twent.7-seven do the reeds join the strings. 
The second chorus is scored for muted strings, I violins, II violins 
(div), viola, divided into three sections, 'cello, and with pedEl point 
of contra basses, two bas soons and contra bassoons. It is interesting 
becaus e of the omission of certain parts from the registration, 1rlth an 
irr!:,eresting effect in the voice parts, starting "tv:i.th the alto, tenor and 
basses singing "pn ove r t he orchestral parts 11ppn with the uords, "Behold 
All flesh is as the grass", this somber and sad tonal passage is fina]Jy 
ansvrered by one of joy and l').ope as the sopranos and altos answ-er w:i..th 
II For lo, the grass with 1 reth, 11 etc. 
The third affords a fine example of the contrasting orchestral 
scoring of the different sections as seen 1·1hen the solo baritone gives 
out II SUrely, all nw days here are as an hand-breadth to Thee, 11, Ex:. 61. 
During this the orchestra is limited to t he 'lfind section with "pp" legato 
chords, interrupted by a tw·o-measure passage for violins "sf1t giving 
quite a contrast and producing a most beautiful effect as the orchestra 
returns to the wind section for the next solo entry. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
In the preceeding ch apter s an attempt has been made first, towards 
an understanding of the organ w·orks of Brahms, and also to examine the 
effects of the Protestant heritage upon the composer's -vmrks as a who!he. 
~·Jhereas some of the early organ vmrks were , . as those composed at 
Dusseldorf in 1856, -written during an intense period of stuqy- of counter-
point, yet their sincerity and sldll is unique among the organ ;v-orks of 
his day. The fUF:,11e in A flat minor stands as a landmark in contrapuntal 
sld.ll, artfully merging old school classical patterns i•Tith a wa.i-mth and a 
sentiment lmo1m to Brahms alone. 
In the eleven chorale-preludes, >VrittAn during a period of intense 
grief over Clara Schuma1n1 1 s death, and 1-Ti th a knowledge of his m-m 
. . . 
anproaching death, Brahms poured out his inmost feelings. His use of Bach 
as a model, and the enlargement of the medium through neu devices and 
rare artistic orginality, different organistic effects, and unique dis-
t r ibution of parts, are the means of Brahms 1 greatness in these compositions. 
The ability to capture t .he lyric beauty of' a song -vrlthin the confines of' 
this (}':iorale-prelude form is striking. There is :freedom and flo-vrlng 
quality in these chorale-preludes especially resembling. the folk-songs 
so dear to Brahms 1 heart. 
ThA use of three separate manuals, vlith a double echo eff'ect is orig-
inal "tvith Bra'luns and shm-rs still another evidence of musical progress 
in organ composition since Bach . 
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In the or chestral 1-rritings Bbahms abhorr ed sentimentality and refused 
the sensationalism among the more flamboyant of his contemporaries. He 
turned rathe:t 1rith added fer-ITor t o the "restricting coherence of logic 
1 
.:md clas s ical forms. u The f act that he waited until age forty-three to 
have his first ~nnJ,hoey produced only encourages the idea that he 1-1as 
quite f amiliar ,,p_ th the works of Bach, Handel, Haydn and Beethoven. ~"'hlle 
limiting himself exclusivel;:r to the classic orchestral instrument ation, 
he vTent far in his own sculpturing of melodic and harmonic tonal combin-
at ions. 
The use of tonal !5orces 211d subtle combinations of the different sec-
tions of the or chestra by Brahms shovrs great skill and originality. The 
rhJ~hmic accent , contrapunt al development, harmonic beauty were at his 
command, and were free~r used. 
In his preoccupation 1vith revising the old polyphonic and contra-
puntal skills, Brahms was able to weld together the developments of the 
past into a nevT achievement for his era. His early compositions in counter 
point, wri tten for the organ, and the r e su.ltins; organ -vrorks which have 
remained to attest to this skill had noticeable influe nce on his arch-
estral technique . 
1 - pl. 239 - Hoggin, E:;~.H. op. cit. 
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There are obvious portions of Brahms l·rorks show:ilJg the effect of 
the orchestral styles of Beethoven, Handel and Haydn on his orchestral 
compositions. The l 3rrical melodies of Beethoven-Brahms are often sad, 
somber nson~s Hithout 1vords 11 of deep emotional content. Brahms survey ed 
the st~rles and works of his predecessors and after gleaning some of the 
vital aspedts, went on to enlarge their concf;lpts, i.e., his ca.ry-ing for-
lvard t.he pathos and boldness of Beethoven. 
I As obvious as are these foregoing concl1isions, the >vriter considers 
that the organistic devices of coupling of several different L~st~~ents 
at t he various pitch levels, 8 ft., 4 ft., etc., pedal-points, the use of 
brass in hymn-like choral e effects, and the colorations gained from omitt• 
certain tonal f orces give credence to this theory of Brahms' lm01-rledge of 
organ compositions . The technique of scoring parts f or the organ left 
·t;heir influence on the or chest11 al style of i-Iriting 1-lhich evolved. 
The contrasts throughout the orchestral compo siti ons bet1·reen the 
vari~d seotions 11reed11 11brass 11 "string11 and their coi!l.bL~ations -~e de~ 
cidedl y organistic. In depth of color and subtle interwea_vings of in-
dependent voices, organ-orchestral :rriting are similar. The instances 
where reeds cll1d horns combine in vibrant and full tone are most comparable 
to organ 11 diapason tone 11 • 
Brahms 1 painstaking clearne ss in the use of eynamics, ~ p, 
p < ::::: f -=-=-===-p, etc. shovrs h01v much he had learned f11 om the effect 
of a three manual organ 1d t h t he pre-set variety of tonal int.ensitie s 
registered on the several manuals . 
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The quality and style of Brahms 1 orchestral viTiting represents an 
outpouring of sincere, intellectual artistry reflecting his devotion to 
high principles and superior art forms. ~ restricting his romantic and 
sentimental qualities in the larger works the results are profoundly 
logical and coherent. Utilizing all the heritage of the previous musical 
ages, it v.ras for Brahms to achieve the greatest contrapuntal technique 
since Bach. 
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